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Reading Passports 

Welcome to a fun set of reading passports! You can use these passports in a 

variety of ways to help your children complete various reading challenges. To get 

started, choose the type of challenge and the maximum number of books that 

will need to be read on the challenge. There are five challenges in this unit as well 

as a set for your students to create their own challenge. In the animals challenge, 

for example, there are twenty options. You could instruct your children to read 

twenty books that each feature at least one of the animals shown. Two are blank 

so students can draw whatever animal they like. As they complete each book, 

have them cut out the animal stamp and glue or paste it to their World Reader 

passport. You can also assign fewer books so they can choose what animals they 

would like to read about. You can print pages 4-8 as an easy checklist for the 

library if you’d like. There are extra spaces on each checklist for any additional 

topics you choose to add and an extra blank checklist for challenges your 

students create. 

You will also need to print one copy of page 9 and as many copies of page 10 as 

needed so that there is one square for each book to be read. For example, 

printing page 9 along with one copy of page 10 would give students room for up 

to 24 books; printing page 9 along with two copies of page 10 would give 

students room for up to 40 books. You can use one passport for all reading 

challenges or use a separate passport for each reading challenge.  

A page of blank stamps is also included so you can create a challenge customized 

to your needs or your children’s interests.  

Students can fill out the cover and first page of their passport and either draw or 

paste a picture of themselves. They can also color their passport stamps before 

gluing them to their passports if they wish.  

Have fun helping your children become world readers! 

SAMPLE
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Reading Challenge Checklist 

Countries 
of the World 

Animals 
of the World  

 Australia  New Zealand  Bird 

 Bahamas  Norway  Butterfly 

 Brazil  Peru  Cat 

 Canada  Philippines  Cow 

 China  Poland  Dog 

 Egypt  Portugal  Duck 

 England  Russia  Elephant 

 France  Saudi Arabia  Fish 

 Germany  Spain  Frog 

 Greece  Sweden  Giraffe 

 Haiti  Switzerland  Horse 

 India  Thailand  Iguana 

 Ireland  United States of America  Kangaroo 

 Israel    Koala 

 Italy    Pig 

 Japan    Rabbit 

 Kenya    Tiger 

 
Korea (North 
or South)    Turkey 

 Liberia     

 Malaysia     

 Mexico     

 Netherlands     
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Countries of the World 
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Countries of the World (continued) 
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